How to use Library Thing to view the Guild’s Library
The Greater Ann Arbor Quilt Guild (GAAQG) has a very large library of quilt-related books that are listed in
searchable software called ‘Library Thing.’ Anyone can view the list, but only GAAQG active members may
borrow books. It’s very simple, just follow this tutorial.

1. Go to gaaqg.com and click on the Library page under ‘Resources.’

2. This will take you to the Library page for more information and the link to access our catalog of
books.
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3. There is a lot of information in the catalog and you can search for a specific title, author or category
by using the ‘search’ box. Be sure you use the second one, not the ‘Search Site’ box (that brings up
every book listed in the Library Thing database, not just the GAAQG library).
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4. When you click on a book title, you will see more information. Not all books have descriptions, and
not all include reviews. To be sure it is in the Guild’s library, look at the ‘Member.’ Note: you can’t
use the ‘Add to..’ boxes.

5. However, if you have a favorite author and want to see a complete list of their books, you can click
on the author’s name and it will show you everything in the Library Thing database.
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6. You can not only search by an author or book title, you can also see all the books that the Guild owns
in a specific category, such as using ‘precuts’ to make a quilt.

7. Whenever you want to go back to the list, or revisit an earlier page in Library Thing, use the back
arrow in the upper left corner of your browser.

We hope you enjoy browsing our library!
If you have questions, contact librarians@gaaqg.com
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